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Distal in Topological  Transformation Group 
     

 

 دة رساقـــــم.م اٌناص ٌحٍى                                   م.روٌ

 كلٍت الزٌاضٍاث والحاسباث                            اثــــكلٍت التزبٍت للبن                              

 ثقسن الزٌاضٍا  -----جاهعت الكىفت 
 

 

Abstract: 
    

Abstract. In this paper we define distal in a topological transformation group and it will 

given necessary condition for a function to be a distal, and  we obtain strongly distal by using 

the concept of the automomorphism  as well as some of it property is studied. 

 المستخلص 
 

فً هذا البحث قدهنا التباعد فً سهزة التحىٌل التبىلىجٍت و الشزط الضزوري لكً تكىى الدالت هتباعدة كوا قدهنا التباعد 

 القىي بالأعتواد على فكزة  الأوتىهىرفشم   بالأضافت الى دراست بعض هي خصائصها   .

 

1- Introduction  
 

Let ),,( TX  be a right topological transformation group whose phase space X is compact 

hausdorff. The distal of ),,( TX  was first defended by Ellis ([1]), The strongly distal of ),,( TX  

was introduced and studied intensively it relation  some properties dynamics  . Woo ([5],[6]) define 

distal in function which is continuous for certain properties   ,In this paper ,we introduce semi distal 

point by using  concept of the syndetic set   Finally introduced the  homomorphism between two   

transformation group  on a basis of  the notions in the distal function and strongly distal .W use 

symbol   to indicate the end. 

 

2- Basic definitions 
 

In this section we recall the basic definitions needed in this work.  

 
]:3[ 1-2 Definition 

 

A topological group is a set T  with tow structures : 

1- T  is a group  

2- T  is a topological space  

 

Such that the two structures are compatible i.e. the multiplication map TTTf :  the inversion 

map are both continuous. TT : and 

 

:]2[ 2-2 Definition 

 

A subset A of T  is said to be {left}{right} syndetic in T  provided that  

 for some compact subset  K of  T.   KATAKT  
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]:1[ 3-2 Definition 

 

A right topological transformation group is a triple ),,( TX  where X is a topological space called 

the phase space, T is a topological group called the  phase group and  

xttxXTX  ),(,:   is a continuous mapping such that  

1-  X),(x   xxe where e is the identity of T . 

2-  T).st,X,(x    )()(  tsxsxt  

 

: 4-2 Definition 
 

Let ),,( TX be a topological transformation group and let XXTXX :   define by 

)),(),,(()),,(( tytxtyx   for all XXyx ),( and Tt then ),,( TXX  be a topological 

transformation group. 

 

:5-2 Definition 

 
Let ),,( TX   be a topological transformation group.  

1) A subset XA   is said to be invariant set if AAT  . 

2) A non-empty closed invariant set XA  is minimal if it contains no 

    non-empty, proper, closed invariant subset. ),,( TX is minimal if X itself 

   is a  minimal set. 

 

Definition 2-6 [1]: 

 

Let ),,( TX   be a topological transformation group and Xx .Then the set  T t:  xtxT  is 

called the orbit of x  and the set xT  the orbit closure of x. 

 

:]2[7 -Remark 2 

 

1- If Xx ,then the orbit of x under T is the least T- invariant subset of  X  which contains the 

point x. 

2- If Xx ,then the orbit- closure of x under T is the least closed T- invariant subset of  X  

which contains the point x. 

 

:]2[ 8-2 Definition 

 

Let ),,( TX   be a topological transformation group.  

 

1. Let Xx .the period of T at x or the period of x under T is defined to be greatest subset P of 

T such that xxP  . 

2. ,Xx the transformation group T is said to be periodic at x and the point x is said to be 

periodic under T provided that the period of T at x is a syndetic subset of T. 
3. Terms of ),,( TXX    this means if yx   then ),(),(),( yxtyxytxt   ( )Pt  
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]:2[9 -2 Definition 

 

Let  Xx , The transformation group ),,( TX  is said to be transitive at x and the point x is said to 

be transitive under ),,( TX provided that if U is a neighborhood open subset of X , then there 

exists Tt such that .Uxt  

 

: 10-2 Definition 

 

Let ),,( TX   be a topological transformation group is said to be free effective if there exist Xx  

with ,xxt   then  et   for each .Tt  

 

Definition 2-11: 
 

A continuous map π from ),( TX to ),( TY with π (xt) = π(x) t ( Xx ) is called a 

homomorphism. if Y is minimal , π is always onto .A homomorphism π from  ),( TX  onto 

itself is called an endomorphism of ),( TX , and an isomorphism ),(),(: TXTX   is called an 

automorphism of ),( TX  .we denote the group of automorphism of  X  by A(X) . 

:Main Results-3 

            In this section, we introduce distal in topological transformation group and continuous map 
as the generalized notions of semi distal point and transitive transformation group. 

 

:]4[1 -3  Definition 

 

A topological transformation group ),,( TX is called distal if given Xyx , with yx  there exist 

an index   of X with )(),( Ttytxt  . 

1-In general ),,( TX  is distal iff zxt    and zyt   implies Xzyxyx  ,,( and  

T). innet a  )( t  

2- Terms of ),( TXX  this mean that if ,yx  then Tyx ),( ,  and  are the diagonal of XX  . 

 

Definition 3-2: 

 

A topological transformation group ),,( TX is called strongly distal if for a given automorphism h 

of  ),( TX  , there exist an index   of X such that )(),( Ttytxt  . 

 

Remark 3-3:  

   

Let ),,( TX  be a distal topological transformation group, then ),( TX is strongly distal 

transformation group (take h to be the identity). 

 

Definition 3-4: 

 

Let ),,( TX  be a topological transformation group, x X   is called semi distal point if for each 

index   of X , there exists syndetic subset A  of T such that xA  

The set of all semi distal points is denoted by D  where  AaxaD  : . 
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Lemma 3-5  

 

Let ),,( TX  be a topological transformation group, Xy .The followings hold: 

 

1- If x  be semi distal point then )(x  is semi distal point. 

2- If  x  be semi distal point then .xT  

3- If ),,( TX  be a distal and x  be semi distal point then y is semi distal point. 

 

Theorem 3-6: 

 

Let ),,( TX  be a topological transformation group and A  be a syndetic set then .),(),( AyxTyx    

Proof: 

Let  Xyx ,  since A  be a syndetic subset of T then there exist compact subset T of K  

with AKT   ,Moreover ),(),(),( 111   yTKxTKTKyxAyx   since T syndetic and 1K compact 

set  .Thus  we obtain TyxyTxTAyx ),(),(),(   .  

 

Theorem 3-7: 

 

Let ),,( TX be a topological transformation group, and let A  be a syndetic subgroup of T then 

following hold: 

 

1. If I be an invariant under T then I be an invariant under A . 

2. If T is free effective then ),( yx  periodic points. 

3. If A  be a period of ),( yx then there exist compact set K with                               

K.),(),( yxTyx   

4. If A  be a period of ),( yx then there exist compact set K with                               

.)(k  ),(),( Kyxkyx   

Proof: 

 (1) Clearly IAI  . Let I be an invariant under T then   IIT  , since A syndetic then there exist 

compact subset T of K such that IAKI  , since T is group there exist 1K  such 

that IITIKIA  1   Thus we obtain IIA , therefore I be an invariant under  

A .   

 (3) Let A  be a period  of (x,y) and TA  ,then TyxAyx ),(),(   since T be a syndetic  there 

exist compact subset T of K such that KTT   hence TyxAKyx ),(),(  and A be a period   ,thus 

TyxKyx ),(),(  , since A  be a syndetic ,for each Tt  there exist Kk  and Aa  such that 

akt    and akyxtyx ),(),(   implies kyxtyx ),(),(    

 thus KyxTyx ),(),(   Then  we obtain  KyxTyx ),(),(   .   

  

Theorem 3-8 : 

 

Let ),,( TX be a transitive of  x and  let I  be an invariant set  then following hold: 

1. ),,( TX  transitive of  y . 

2. There exist compact set K with UKU . 

3. U be an invariant set. 

4. There exit Tt  with .xxt  . 

5. ),,( TX  be free effective. 
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Proof: 

 (2) Let ),,( TX be transitive of x  ,then for each U neighborhood open of x  there exist Tt such 

that,  Uxt and UxT  ,since T is syndetic then there exist compact subset T of K such that 

TTK  and ,UKxTK  implies ,UKxT  Moreover UKx        ((1 )  7-2) then UKU .  

 

(3) Let I be an invariant set and Ix , since ),,( TX be transitive of x  then for each 

U neighborhood open of x  there exist Tt such that,  Uxt and   UxT     

.Moreover  xTI   ((2-7 )number (1)  , UTx thus  UTITxTIT   and UTI ,then 

 .xxt   

 

Theorem 3-9: 

 

Let ),,( TX  be a transformation group, and T is abelain group then  ),( TX  distal if and only if 

),(
P

TX distal.  

Proof: 

Let P  be syndetic normal subgroup of .T and yx  ,since ),( TX  distal .Then there exist an index 

 of X with )(),( Ttytxt  . ,),(,),( PTPyxTyx   and PTTPTyx ),( .since P  normal 

subgroup of .T We obtain PTPTyx 2),( ,since TP  implies TP   .There exist Pp such 

that ,, 1   pttp so  PT  therefore   PTTPyx ),(  ,implies ),( ytpxtp  thus 

),(
P

TX  distal. Conversely let ),(
P

TX distal. There exist an index  of 

X with ),(),( PpTtytpxtp  .From Theorem ( 3-6  ),we have obtain TyxPyx ),(),(  ,since  

T is abelain group .Then           TPyxPTyx ),(),(  then 2),(),( TyxTPyx  and Tyx ),(  so 

),( ytxt  therefore ),( TX  distal.   

 

Theorem 3-10  

 

Let ),,( TX be a transformation group, P  period of ),( yx , ),( yx then ),( TX  be distal 

transformation group. 

Proof: 

We show that ),( TX  be distal .Let P is  a period of ),( yx in X  ,and TP  ,since T  be syndetic 

there exist compact subset K  of T  such that ,, TKPTKT  for each Tt there exist Pp and 

Kk   such that tkp  ,sinceT group there exist Tt 1                       with 

KyxPTyxkpt ),(),(,1   by hypothesis KyxTyx ),(),(   .From theorem 

 (3-7 number (3)) we obtain ,),(),( KyxTyx   sine P is  a period of ),( yx  then Kyxyx ),(),(   

(3-7 number (4)) then for each K kexist   there, Tt such that  

 ),(),( yxtyx   .Thus we have  Tyx ),( .Therefore  ),( TX  be distal transformation group. 

  
 

Theorem 3-11 

 

Let ),,( TX be a topological  transformation group, and x be is a semi distal point then following   

hold : 

1- D is an invariant set  

2-  is an invariant set 

3- ),( TD  is minimal transformation group. 
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1-Clearly DTD   .Let x be semi distal point. then if for each index   of X , there         exists 

syndetic subset A  of T such that xA and Dx .From remark ( 2-7 number                                    

  1)) we have xTx .Therefore TA   since , xT   DTand    xTD  From lemma 

  (3-5 number (2)) we have  TtxtDT  :  implies DDT  .Thus we have D is                                   

  an invariant set .   

 

2- Let x be semi distal point . then if for each index   of X , there exists syndetic  subset A  of T 

such that xA .Since T  syndetic set there exist compact set  T of K  

   such that xTKxATKA  , ,since T  be a belain then  xKput    xKTxA   

   Then TxKTxA    by hypothesis we obtain   T then  for each Tt   such that 

 t and  T  Thus we obtain   is an invariant set.   

 

Theorem 3-12  

 

Let P be period of ),( yx , then ),( TX distal transformation group iff .),( Pyx  

 

Proof : Let Tyx ),(  be a least an invariant subset of XX   contain (x,y) and .TP   

Thus we have y)T(x,y)T(x, and  ),(),(  TyxPyx implies TyxPyx ),(),(   shows that 

.),( Tyx Hence .),( Tyx therefore Pyx ),( .Hence we have .),( Pyx  

Conversely  .Let x,y X  and Pyx ),( , Pyx ),(  

,since .TP  then  TyxPyx ),(),(  so .),( Tyx Therefore yx   Thus   

),( TX distal.   

 

Theorem 3-13 

Let ),,( TX  be a transitive of  x  , then ),( TX distal transformation group iff .yTxT   

 

Proof: 

We show that .yTxT   Let Xyx , , since ),( TX be transitive of x ,then for each  U be an 

invariant  neighborhood of x  there exist Tt such that, Uxt  .From theorem (3-8 number (1)) we 

obtain ),( TX  be transitive of  y  and  for each TUu  1exsit t  there  such that 

11 ,, ytxtuytuxt  implies yTxT  shows that  Tyx ),((   .Hence we have 

xTyT  .Therefore we obtain .yTxT   Conversely 

Let Tyxyx ),(),(   . by hypothesis there exist Tt  such that ytxt   and 



 

.  distala  be

 T)(X, y  Hencex implies e)(y,e)(x, ),(),().,(),( 1111  andttyttxtyttxt
 

Corollary 3-14  

 

Let ),,( TX  be transitive of  x  , and ),(),(: TYTX  be homomorphism then ),( TY be distal. 

 

Theorems 3-15 

 

Let ),(),(: TYTX  be homomorphism and ),( TX be distal then following hold: 

1. xT is a minimal set  

2. If  X be a minimal then ),( XxT be a distal. 
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Proof:  

We prove only (1).Let yTx  and ),( TX  is distal then .),( Tyx implies yx   and ytxt   

for some Tt .Hence yTyTxT  ,moreover xTxT  , yT xT  then yT  xT ,by 

hypothesis , xT  yT ,therefore xT = yT ,since xT  non-empty, closed and invariant and dose not 

have any proper subset with these three properties. Then xT is a minimal set.    

  

3-16 Definition [5] [6] 

 

The homomorphism ),(),(: TYTX  is said to be distal provided )()( yx      

and yx    .  

3-17 Definition  

 

Let ),( TX  and ),( TY  be a transformation group .An  endomorphism YX : is called an   

homomorphism if a given  automorphism h of  ),( TX  such that  h . 

 

Remark 3-18 

 

1-If  x be semi distal point then )(xh  be semi distal point. 

2- 1,2,3,...nfor     nnh   

  

Theorem 3-19 

 

Let ),,( TX  be a strongly distal topological transformation group then  XX :  be   

homomorphism if and only if   is distal. 

 

Proof: 

 Let Xy , x and ),( TX  be a strongly distal .Then for each automorphism h of  ),( TX there exist 

index   of  X such that ),)(( yttxh  .Hence .)),(( Tyxh  

implies yxh )(  since  be   homomorphism we obtain )()( yx   .Thus  we have   is 

distal. Conversely Let )()( yx    we show that  be   homomorphism .By hypothesis we 

have yxh )( and )()()( xyxh   .Thus pointa at  agree   and  h of ),( TX .Therefore 

 h  and  be   homomorphism.   

 

 Theorem 3-20 

 

Let ),,( TX  be a strongly distal and XX :  be   homomorphism ,and P be a period  of  x 

the followed hold : 

 

1- there exist Xy  then .yPx   

2- ),( TX  be a distal transformation group . 

 

Proof: 

We need prove only (1) .Let P be period of x under T  .Since ),( TX  be a distal strongly distal 

.Hence we obtain h(x)= y and   be   homomorphism. Then we have  PyPxhPx )()()(    

(yP)(xP)(x) and    , we obtain  .yPx    
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Theorem 3-21 

 

If ),(),(: TYTX   homomorphism and ),( TX  be a  transitive of x then following hold: 

1. If ),(),(: TYTX   distal then ),( TX  be a distal. 

 

      2. If I invariant set then   distal. 

Proof: 

We need prove only (2).We shows that   distal. Since ),( TX be a transitive of x then for each U  

neighborhood of x  there exist Tt ,such that  Uxt .From theorem (3-18 number (1))we obtain 

),( TX  be a transitive of y , therefore  yTxT ,then ytxt  for all Tt and  )()( ytxt    so 

tytx )()(    exist Tt 1  such that 11 )()(   ttyttx    thus   distal .   

3-22 Example   

 

If ),(),(: TYTX    constant homomorphism then   is distal .in general the             converse 

dose not holds. 

 

3-23 Theorem 

 

Let ),(),(: TYTX  be distal homomorphism and xTy  then 

      1-  t . 

2-If ),( TX  be free effective then )(x is periodic point. 

 

Proof: 

Let  xTy ,then there exist Tt such that xty   now we have )()()( yxtx
t

   since 

),(),(: TYTX  be distal then )()( xx
t

   thus t  and   agree at a point of ),( TX  

.Therefore we have   t .  

 

3-24 Remarks: 

 

 1- If ),( TX distal transformation group  then n  be a distal. 

 2- If ),(),(: TYTX   distal then ),( TX be a transitive of x. 

 3- If ),(),(: TXTX  be a automorphism then n be a distal. 
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